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Abstract
The emergence of new network interface technology is enabling new approaches to the development of
communications software. This paper evaluates the SHRIMP virtual memory mapped network interface by using
it to build two fast implementations of remote procedure call (RPC).
Our rst implementation, called vRPC, is fully compatible with the SunRPC standard. We change the RPC
runtime library; the operating system kernel is unchanged, and only a minimal change was needed in the stub
generator to create a new protocol identi er. Despite these restrictions, our vRPC implementation is several
times faster than existing SunRPC implementations. A round-trip null RPC with no arguments and results under

vRPC takes about 33 microseconds.
Our second implementation, called ShrimpRPC, is not compatible with SunRPC but o ers much better
performance. ShrimpRPC specializes the stub generator and runtime library to take full advantage of SHRIMP's
features. The result is a round-trip null RPC latency of 9.5 microseconds, which is about one microsecond above
the hardware minimum.
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Introduction
Much is known about how to optimize remote procedure call (RPC) mechanisms on traditional workstation

networks[2, 14, 17, 20]. The main e ort in previous work was to reduce or avoid copying, to make traps and context
switches fast, and to take advantage of common-case behavior. The emergence of new multiprocessor network
interfaces opens new possibilities for constructing network software. It is not always clear, however, which interface
is most appropriate for which task.
The SHRIMP project [6, 7] at Princeton University supports user level communication between processes by
mapping memory pages between virtual address spaces. This Virtual Memory Mapped network interface seems to
have many advantages including exible user-level communication, and very low overhead to initiate data transfer.
In this paper we present two fast RPC libraries implemented using virtual memory mapped communication
between user processes. The rst one (vRPC) meets the

SunRPC interface and achieves a round trip latency of 33
microseconds for a null call with no arguments, without compromising compatibility with the SunRPC standard.
The server in vRPC can service at the same time clients using both the old (UDP- and TCP-based) and the new
(SHRIMP-based) protocols. We implement two versions of vRPC for SHRIMP by rewriting SunRPC and taking
advantage of the new features SHRIMP provides.
Our experiments with vRPC show that even without changing the stub generator or the kernel, RPC can be made
several times faster on the new network interface than it is on conventional networks.

vRPC outperforms by more

than a factor of 4 the best, to our knowledge, reported implementation for fast networks [8], with a round trip time
of about 33s for a null RPC. Even greater gains could be achieved by applying well-known techniques that rely on
changes to the stub generator.
The second library,

ShrimpRPC, is a full-functionality RPC system but is not compatible with any standard.

ShrimpRPC achieves a round trip latency of 9.5 microseconds, or about one microsecond above the hardware
minimum for a round-trip communication. The ShrimpRPC library and stub generator are optimized to take
advantage of SHRIMP.
In the remainder of the paper, we give some background information about SHRIMP and the new network interface
in Sections 2 and 3. Section 4 gives an outline of

SunRPC. Section 5 describes vRPC and presents measurements.

ShrimpRPC is presented in section 6. Finally we compare the di erent transfer mechanisms provided by the SHRIMP
hardware in the context of vRPC in Section 7, discuss related work in section 8, and draw conclusions in Section 9.
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The SHRIMP network interface

The SHRIMP project at Princeton studies how to provide high-performance communication mechanisms to integrate commodity desktop systems such as PCs and workstations into inexpensive, high-performance multicomputers.
End-to-end latency and bandwidth available to user processes are the primary performance metrics. The challenge
is to provide a low-latency, high-bandwidth communication mechanism whose performance is competitive with or
better than that of specially designed multicomputers.
The network interfaces of existing multicomputers and workstations require a signi cant amount of software
overhead to implement message-passing protocols.

The main reason for such high overheads is that these

multicomputers use network interfaces that require a signi cant number of instructions at the operating system and
user levels to provide protection, bu er management, and message-passing protocols. In these designs, communication
is treated as a service of the operating system. This is expensive because it requires several crossings between user
level and kernel level for each message, and also because it prevents applications from customizing their use of the
communication hardware.
The computing nodes of SHRIMP are Pentium PCs, and the interconnection network is the same one used in
the Intel Paragon. The key hardware component is the network interface board, which supports the virtual memory
mapped communication (VMMC) model, to provide low-overhead, protected, user-level communication. For more
details on the SHRIMP architecture the reader can consult [6, 7]. VMMC is discussed in the next section.
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Virtual Memory-Mapped Communication

Virtual memory-mapped communication (VMMC) [10] was developed in response to the need for a basic
multicomputer communication mechanism with extremely low latency and high bandwidth. These performance
goals are achieved by allowing applications to transfer data directly between two virtual memory address spaces
over the network. The basic mechanism is designed to eciently support applications and common communication
models such as message passing, shared memory, and client-server.
The VMMC mechanism consists of several calls to support user-level bu er management, various data transfer
strategies, and transfer of control.
Import-Export Mappings

In the VMMC model, an

communication begins. A receiving process can

export

import-export mapping

must be established before

a region of its address space as a receive bu er together

with a set of permissions to de ne access rights for the bu er. In order to send data to an exported receive bu er, a
user process must import the bu er with the right permissions.
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After successful imports, a sender can transfer data from its virtual memory into imported receive bu ers at
user-level without further protection checking or protection domain crossings. Communication under this importexport mapping mechanism is protected in two ways. First, a trusted daemon process implements import and export
operations. Second, the hardware virtual memory management unit (MMU) on an importing node makes sure that
transferred data cannot overwrite memory outside a receive bu er.
The unexport and unimport primitives can be used to destroy existing import-export mappings. Before completing,
these calls wait for all currently pending messages using the mapping to be delivered.

Transfer Strategies The VMMC model de nes two user-level transfer strategies:

deliberate update and automatic

update. Deliberate update is an explicit transfer of data from a sender's memory to a receiver's memory and can be

either synchronous or asynchronous. In synchronous deliberate update the sender returns from the call only after
the data are transferred in the network interface and it is safe to reuse the send bu ers. In asynchronous deliberate
update the sender returns immediately and can continue processing but it has to check later whether it is safe to
reuse the send bu er.
In order to use automatic update, a sender binds a portion of its address space to an imported receive bu er,
creating an automatic update binding between the local and remote memory. All writes performed to the local memory
are automatically propagated to the remote memory as well, eliminating the need for an explicit send operation.
An important distinction between these two transfer strategies is that under automatic update, local memory is
\bound" to a single receive bu er at the time a binding is created, while under deliberate update there is no xed
binding between a region of the sender's memory and a particular receive bu er. Automatic update is optimized for
low latency, and deliberate update is designed for exible import-export mappings and for reducing network trac.
Automatic update is implemented by having the SHRIMP network interface hardware snoop all writes on the
memory bus. If the write is to an address that has an automatic update binding, the hardware builds a packet
containing the destination address and the written value, and sends it to the destination node. The hardware can
combine writes to consecutive locations into a single packet.
Deliberate update is implemented by having a user-level program execute a sequence of two accesses to addresses
which are decoded by the SHRIMP network interface board on the node's expansion bus (the EISA bus). These
accesses specify the source address, destination address, and size of a transfer. The ordinary virtual memory
protection mechanisms (MMU and page tables) are used to maintain protection [5].
VMMC guarantees the in-order, reliable delivery of all data transfers, provided that the ordinary, blocking version
of the deliberate-update send operation is used. The ordering guarantees are a bit more complicated when the
non-blocking deliberate-update send operation is used.
The VMMC model does not include any bu er management since data is transferred directly between user-level
5

address spaces. This gives applications the freedom to utilize as little bu ering and copying as needed. The model
directly supports zero-copy protocols when both the send and receive bu ers are known at the time of a transfer
initiation.
The VMMC model assumes that receive bu er addresses are speci ed by the sender, and received data is
transferred directly to memory. Hence, there is no explicit receive operation. CPU involvement in receiving data can
be as little as checking a ag, although a hardware noti cation mechanism is also supported.
Numbers for the latency and bandwidth delivered by the SHRIMP VMMC layer can be found in [13].

Noti cations The noti cation mechanism is used to transfer control to a receiving process, or to notify the receiving
process about external events. It consists of a message transfer followed by an invocation of a user-speci ed, user-level
handler function. The receiving process can associate a separate handler function with each exported bu er, and
noti cations only take e ect when a handler has been speci ed.
Noti cations are similar to UNIX signals in that they can be blocked and unblocked, they can be accepted or
discarded (on a per-bu er basis), and a process can be suspended until a particular noti cation arrives. Unlike
signals, however, noti cations are queued when blocked. Currently we have an implementation of noti cations on
top of UNIX signals, which works correctly but is slow. Soon, we expect to have an implementation similar to active
messages [12], and thus to have much better performance than signals in the common case.
VMMC provides a call that allows a process to block until a noti cation arrives for it. When a process is waiting
for a VMMC message to arrive, this call can be used to switch easily between spinning and blocking as appropriate.
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SunRPC
SunRPC [19] is a widely used remote procedure call interface and speci cation. SunRPC consists of a set of

library functions and a stub generator that follows the XDR [18] standard for data representation. SunRPC is a
single thread implementation.
The general structure of SunRPC is shown in Figure 1. It is implemented as a series of layers, each providing
services to the layers above.
 The network layer implements the read and write system calls that transfer data across the network.
 The stream layer does bu er management. It provides a set of functions to write data (byte strings, integers,

etc.) to, or read data from, a stream. The stream layer hides the details of bu er management and network
packet size from the higher layers. Its existence is very important to the performance of standard SunRPC
implementations, since it reduces accesses to the expensive lower layers.
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 The

XDR [18] layer implements the XDR data representation speci cation, which insulates the higher layers

from issues of machine-speci c data representation. Data transferred between nodes in a network are translated
to XDR format before sending, and translated back from XDR when received. The XDR layer provides a set
of functions to send and receive data of a certain set of types: byte streams, longs, strings, unions etc.
 The RPC library implements most of the

SunRPC protocol, including the management of client-server

connections.
 The stub generator RPCGEN produces RPC stubs based on an interface de nition supplied by the user.

As Figure 1 shows, the interface below the XDR layer separates the machine-dependent code from the machine
independent layers.
Figure 1 also shows where copying takes place. Data is copied from the user bu ers into the stream bu ers and
then passed to the operating system functions. In SunRPC there are two copies per side per RPC call at user level,
plus the copies necessary at protection boundary crossings (one or two), and potentially copies in the kernel between
kernel-driver bu ers. These amount to a total of at least six copies per RPC call.
In the common execution path for an RPC, the client sends the header, the data and then waits for the reply.
When the server replies the client receives rst the header of the reply message and then the results. Because of the
multiple layers, each call to XDR to send a datum results in a chain of several procedure calls.
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vRPC
Our strategy in implementing vRPC on SHRIMP was to change as little as possible, and to remain fully compatible

with existing SunRPC implementations. In order to meet these goals, we changed only the runtime library; we made
minor changes to the stub generator1 and we did not modify the kernel.
We used two main techniques to speed up the library. First, we re-implemented the network layer directly
on top of the SHRIMP network interface. Because the SHRIMP interface is simple and allows direct user-touser communication, our implementation of the network layer is much faster than the standard one. Our second
optimization was to collapse the stream and SBL layers into a new single thin layer that provides the same
functionality.
In the following paragraphs we describe the communication setup between the client and the server, we present

Direct vRPC, Reduced vRPC and Optimized vRPC and we describe a modi ed version of Optimized vRPC that avoids
copying on the receive side. Finally we summarize the di erent versions and we present measurements.
1 We

only added support for the new protocol, so that code for it is automatically generated.
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Communication setup

For vRPC a pair of mappings is established between every client and the server. Although

creating mappings is expensive (relative to the very inexpensive communication) because exporting and importing
bu ers requires system calls, these operations are performed only once, during the initialization phase. In that
sense RPC is a typical case of communications software where one can separate the expensive setup phase from the
common case. The VMMC interface takes advantage of this.
The client and server use the normal portmapper interface for exporting and binding to services. After the client
has found the port where the server is listening, the client establishes an ordinary Internet TCP connection as in
SunRPC. This connection is used to exchange information about which VMMC bu ers will be used. If the TCP
connection breaks then each side assumes that the other side has terminated and the VMMC mappings are discarded.
The existing TCP mechanism is a very convenient way to set up the communication channel and to detect failures.
After the initialization phase no data is sent over the TCP channel.

Replacing the Network Layer

One of our goals was to evaluate the performance gain to programs from

eliminating kernel involvement in communication. Thus we rst replaced the kernel layer with another, built on
top of the VMMC interface, with almost no other changes to the code. This resulted to the rst version of vRPC,
Direct vRPC.
As mentioned before, the network layer provides a pair of functions (readtcp and writetcp) to read data from, and
write data to, the network (via Internet-domain sockets). We replaced these two functions with our own versions
(read vmmc, write vmmc) that send and receive data using VMMC between the server and the client. The following
paragraphs describe the basic issues in the implementation of the new layer.
The vRPC communication layer consists of two functions that manage communication bu ers. Transfers of data
are performed using the VMMC communication mechanisms (deliberate update and automatic update). Receiving
data does not require any explicit action, because the VMMC model delivers arriving data directly to memory with
no CPU involvement. The number of copies on the sending and receiving sides depends on the mode of transfer and
will be analyzed later.
The problems that need to be solved for bu er management are synchronization, which involves letting the receiver
know about data arrival, and ow control for the nite shared bu er space.
Note that in the original implementation the network protocol stack took care of the corresponding problems at
the lowest level (although at considerable cost).
Conceptually what is needed is a stream between the sender and the receiver. The sender sees only one end of
the stream and the receiver the other. Each side sends or receives data without having to worry about the details of
the underlying implementation.
This bidirectional VMMC stream consists of two low-level communication functions and a simple data structure.
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A stream bu er has arbitrary size. The rst two words of the bu er are reserved for protocol control information: a
synchronization ag and a cursor to the end of valid data in the bu er.
A description of the protocol can be found in [3]. The low level stream protocol is implemented separately in both
directions to form a bidirectional channel. The protocol allows the sender and the receiver to send and receive data
with no handshaking as long as there is enough space. When the bu er is not full there is only one extra word of
protocol information for each packet sent and no overhead for each packet consumed. When the bu er lls there is
very little handshaking; one extra message sent from the receiver to the sender.
Waiting in the above protocol is implemented by spinning. Timeouts are used to avoid inde nite postponement.
More sophisticated techniques for waiting are given in [15]. Blocking the server when there is no work to be done
and then waking it up when a request arrives is not a problem, since the server will service all pending requests when
it wakes up. Also a combination of spinning and blocking can be used to reduce response time on the server side.
For instance the server can spin for a xed amount of time before going to sleep.
To summarize, the

rst version of

vRPC, Direct vRPC, replaces the stream layer with a simple stream

communication abstraction implemented directly on top of the VMMC interface. The are still six copies per RPC.
Elimination of kernel involvement in the communication path is the only di erence from

SunRPC. Figure 1 shows

the overall structure of vRPC.

Collapsing Layers

As noted above, in standard implementations of

SunRPC, the stream layer is needed to

decouple the XDR layer from the network layer, because calls to the network layer are expensive system calls. Now
that the communication is done at user level there is no need for the stream layer. In fact, as we described above,
the VMMC stream layer of Direct vRPC implements a stream. Eliminating the stream layer of SunRPC leads to the
second version of vRPC, Reduced

vRPC, as shown in Figure 1.

Apart from considerably reducing the layering overhead, this change also eliminates two copies per node per RPC.
The only copies left are the transfers of data between library and user bu ers on the receiving side. This copy is
essential to maintain SunRPC semantics.
These two improvements, eliminating the overhead of a whole layer and avoiding copying, are due to
1. the low cost of the user level communication mechanisms which makes the extra stream layer unnecessary, and
2. the direct placement of data in virtual memory.
Moreover, the fact that the client and the server run on nodes of the same multiprocessor leads to two additional
improvements. There is no need for translation of the data to and from an agreed transmission format. Also,
authentication can be done once, when the SHRIMP connection is set up, rather than on every RPC.
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Tuning vRPC

Reduced vRPC

is faster than any previous RPC implementation that we are aware of. We achieved

this performance by merely porting and adapting existing code to the SHRIMP network interface. We can improve
the performance further by tuning the RPC library for the SHRIMP and taking advantage of the SunRPC semantics
and implementation.
In the protocol described above, each send operation consists of two parts: sending the data, and updating the
control information in the low level protocol. Reducing the number of updates of the control information reduces
the amount of data transferred but increases the latency of each transfer and reduces the amount of overlap between
communication and computation. We modi ed Reduced

vRPC

to update the control information immediately after

every data packet (in the stream protocol) is sent.
As mentioned above VMMC supports two di erent modes of transfer: deliberate update and automatic update.
Performance can be improved by properly choosing when to use each mode. In

Direct vRPC

and

Reduced vRPC

we used synchronous deliberate update for all the transfers as a rst approach. The use of synchronous deliberate
update everywhere is overkill, since there are cases where it is guaranteed that the data will not be overwritten for
some time. For example the header of the call will not be changed until the reply has arrived. The same is true for
relatively small transfers. In the current implementation of SunRPC the client has to wait for a call to nish before
proceeding with the next one. Using asynchronous deliberate update for almost all transfers is safe and increases
overlapping of communication and computation.
Automatic update does not require any user code for initiation. The hardware detects accesses to the memory
and performs the transfer to the corresponding remote location. This is a low latency mechanism that can be used
for small transfers. Using automatic update for protocol control information further reduces the latency. An artifact
of using automatic update to send the length is that asynchronous deliberate update cannot be used without extra
synchronization, since automatic updates can overtake pending asynchronous deliberate updates, resulting in out of
order data transfer.
Automatic update can operate in three di erent modes, with the mode setable on a per-page basis. It can either
send each word of data immediately as a network packet (single-write), or accumulate writes into a single packet
until a non-consecutive location is written (block-write), or accumulate writes until either a timeout occurs or a
non-consecutive location is written (timer-write). Using block-write whenever more than one consecutive word is
transferred in automatic update increases the bandwidth since one network header is used for more data and less
processing is needed in the network interface for the same amount of data. However, single-write reduces the latency
and is better for control information since these are single word transfers.
One more possible target for optimization is the function that performs the deliberate update. The ordinary
library call to initiate a deliberate update send must check for errors (such as null pointers), and must break
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transfers whenever they cross page boundaries. Since the

vRPC library has more knowledge and has control over

bu er allocation and data layout, a more lightweight form of the send function could be used.

Reduced vRPC to take advantage of these opportunities. This resulted in the nal version of vRPC,
Optimized vRPC, which uses single-write automatic update to transfer control information. For transferring data
We tuned

both synchronous deliberate update and block-write automatic update can be used.
No-copy vRPC implementation

As mentioned above Optimized vRPC does one copy per side for a total of two

per call (not counting the actual data transfers). It is possible to eliminate copies and have the data appear on the
bus only during transfers across the nodes. This is a deviation from the initial constraint, that the stub generator
should remain unchanged. Given the current implementation of

SunRPC it is possible to avoid copying by either

slightly modifying the stub generator or having the user modify the code that the generator produces. Only minor
changes are required.
We modi ed

Optimized vRPC to eliminate copying. In this version the server has to consume the data before

the client is able to send more. This is already dealt with since the server has to nish processing the current call
before going to the next. Problems could arise if the server keeps data across calls, but this is a highly unlikely case.
Moreover this style of programming is not in line with the remote procedure call concept.

vRPC. In the rst version, Direct vRPC, only the network
layer is replaced, eliminating all system calls from the RPC path. The second version, Reduced vRPC, has a simpler
structure, and involves considerably less copying. Finally the third version, Optimized vRPC, is tuned for the VMMC
interface. We also have a modi ed Optimized vRPC that avoids copying at the cost of slightly deviating from the
SunRPC standard.
Summary

To summarize, there are three versions of

Measurements

Detailed performance numbers for

vRPC and SunRPC can be found in [3]. Our experiments

compare SunRPC and the three versions of vRPC. We divide the code into sections and present timing measurements
for each section of the code, for null calls with six argument/result sizes: zero bytes, 8 bytes, 64 bytes, 256 bytes,
1440 bytes and 3K bytes. We measured 1000 calls in each case, eliminated outlying points (due to experiments being
interrupted by system daemon activity, etc.) and then averaged over the remaining runs.
Figure 2 summarizes these results. It presents the round-trip time of a RPC call with di erent argument/result
sizes for vRPC and SunRPC.
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ShrimpRPC: A Specialized Implementation

vRPC library has very good performance, its implementation was limited by the need to remain
compatible with the existing SunRPC standard. To explore the further performance gains that are possible, we
While our

implemented a non-compatible version of remote procedure call.

ShrimpRPC is not compatible with any existing RPC system, but it implements the full RPC functionality, with
a stub generator that reads an interface de nition le and generates code to marshal and unmarshal complex data
types. The stub generator and runtime library were designed with SHRIMP in mind, so we believe they come close
to the best possible RPC performance on the SHRIMP hardware.

Bu er Management The design of ShrimpRPC is similar to Bershad's URPC [1]; the main di erence is that
URPC runs on shared-memory machines while ShrimpRPC runs on the distributed-memory SHRIMP system. Each
RPC binding consists of one receive bu er on each side (client and server) with bidirectional import-export mappings
between them. When a call occurs, the client-side stub marshals the arguments into its bu er, and then transmits
them into the server's bu er. At the end of the arguments is a ag which tells the server that the arguments are in
place. The bu ers are laid out so that the ag is in the same place for all calls that use the same binding, and so
that the ag is immediately after the data. This allows both data and ag to be sent in a single data transfer.
When the server sees the ag, it calls the procedure that the client requested. At this point the arguments are
still in the server's bu er. When the call is done, the server sends return values and a ag back to the sender.

Exploiting Automatic Update The structure of our ShrimpRPC works particularly well with automatic update.
In this case, the client's bu er and the server's bu er are connected by a bidirectional automatic update binding;
whenever one process writes its bu er, the written data is propagated automatically to the other process's bu er.
The data layout and the structure of the client stub cause the client to ll memory locations consecutively while
marshaling the arguments, so that all of the arguments and the ag can be combined into a single packet by the
client-side hardware.
On the server side, return values (OUT and INOUT parameters) need no explicit marshaling. These variables are
passed to the server-side procedure by reference: that is, by passing a pointer into the server's communication bu er.
The result is that when the procedure writes any of its OUT or INOUT parameters, the written values are silently
propagated back to the client by the automatic update mechanism. This communication is overlapped with the
server's computation, so in many cases it appears to have no cost at all. When the server nishes, it simply writes
a ag to tell the client that it is done.

The Stub Generator ShrimpRPC uses a specialized stub generator which is designed to make low-overhead stubs
12

that cause marshaled data to be laid out as described above. A description of the stub generator and examples of
the data structures it produces can be found in [3].

Performance

Figure 3 compares the performance of two versions of RPC: the

SunRPC-compatible VRPC, and

the non-compatible ShrimpRPC. We show the fastest version of each library, which uses automatic update in both
cases.
The di erence in round-trip time is more than a factor of three for small argument sizes: 9.5 s for the non-

SunRPC-compatible system. The di erence arises because the SunRPC
standard requires a nontrivial header to be sent for every RPC, while the non-compatible ShrimpRPC system sends
compatible system, and 33 s for the

just the data plus a one-word ag, all of which can be combined by the hardware into a single packet. For large
transfers, the di erence is roughly a factor of two. This occurs because

ShrimpRPC does not need to explicitly

send the INOUT and OUT arguments from the server back to the client; these arguments are implicitly sent, in the
background, via automatic update as the server writes them.

7 Implementation Tradeo s
In addition to the algorithmic choices described so far, the performance of our RPC libraries also depends on the
details of how we use the SHRIMP hardware. Two main decisions were required: whether to use deliberate update or
automatic update, and how to con gure the caches of the PC nodes. The two decisions are actually bound together,
since the performance of deliberate update and automatic update transfers depend on caching.
Recall that deliberate update and automatic update use very di erent mechanisms to send data. Deliberate
update performs a DMA transfer from memory across the I/O bus to the network interface board, while automatic
update simply snoops values that are written on the memory bus.
Detailed micro-benchmarking of the SHRIMP system shows that, in most cases, deliberate update and automatic
update achieve the same asymptotic bandwidth: about 23 MB/sec. The limiting factor in both cases is the rate at
which packets can be transferred across the EISA I/O bus on the receiving side. However, there are some cases in
which performance is worse.
To understand how this occurs, we must consider the cache architecture of the PCs. Each PC has an 8 kbyte,
two-way associative rst level cache, and a 256 kbyte, two-way associative second level cache. Both the rst and the
second level caches use write-through or write-back, depending on per-page state bits. Both caches use a line size of
32 bytes.
The hardware keeps the cache contents coherent with DMA transfers to and from memory. If DMA asks to read
a memory location, and that location is dirty in the second-level cache, the cache writes the line back to memory
13

before the DMA read can proceed. If DMA asks to write a memory location, and that location is in the second-level
cache, then the line is written back to memory if dirty, and in any case is invalidated in the caches, before the DMA
write may proceed.
Because deliberate update does DMA reads from memory, its performance su ers when the data is dirty in the
cache. At the beginning of each cache line in the transfer, the DMA engine is stalled while the line is written back
from the cache to memory. When this occurs, deliberate update bandwidth degrades to 10 MB/sec.
One way to avoid this problem is to use write-through caching for the a ected pages; write-through pages cannot
be dirty in the cache. Unfortunately, if the application also uses these pages for computation, this will lead to
increased memory bus trac with lower overall performance.
Automatic update also su ers slightly when the source data is not in the caches. Our libraries implement bulk
automatic update by doing a memory-to-memory copy from the source data location to an RPC bu er. If the source
data is only in memory, then the copying code will take repeated cache misses, lowering the bandwidth to 20 MB/sec.
Fortunately, this case appears to be rare.
These factors lead us to favor automatic update as a bulk transfer mechanism for our RPC libraries on the current
SHRIMP system. On future machines, however, the conclusion may be di erent. The ratio of memory-bus speed to
I/O bus speed may change. Future machines may not allow write-through caching, so automatic update pages will
be forced to forgo caching altogether. Future systems will have more aggressive memory bus designs, so it will be
harder to interface to the memory bus on a stock motherboard. Finally, di erent memory bus protocols may reduce
or eliminate the DMA coherence penalty. We cannot predict which transfer mechanism will be better on future
architectures.
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Related Work
Our approach is similar in some ways to URPC [1], since both exploit user-level communication. URPC is built

on top of a shared memory architecture while we use the distributed-memory SHRIMP architecture.
Bershad's LRPC [2] tries to optimize the kernel path for same-machine RPC calls. Since we have eliminated the
kernel entirely, LRPC does not apply to our situation.
Thekkath and Levy [8] investigated the impact of recent improvements in network technology on communication
software. They point out that both high throughput and low latency are required by modern distributed systems
and that newer networks strive only for high throughput. They develop techniques to achieve low latency in
communication software, using RPC as a case study. Their goal along with demonstrating the new techniques
is to provide design guidelines for network controllers that will facilitate writing low latency communication software
14

in traditional architectures.
Active messages [12] are a restricted form of RPC, in which the server-side procedure may not perform any actions
that might block. Active messages achieve performance similar to

ShrimpRPC on high-performance hardware, but

without allowing general handlers to be invoked. The Optimistic Active Messages [21] approach allows an arbitrary
handler to be invoked, using a fast-path implementation but switching to a slower path if the handler blocks. Neither
of these systems provides full RPC services, such as automatic stub generation or binding between untrusting parties.
Several papers (e.g. [14, 17]) describe optimizations that dramatically improve the performance of RPC in
traditional systems. This is generally done by avoiding copying, and reducing context switching overhead and
network and RPC protocol overhead.

9

Discussion and conclusions
Network interfaces can have a great impact on communication performance and ease of programming. User level

communication and virtual memory mapped network interfaces embody many of the optimizations done in other
systems at extra work. Simply modifying an existing communication library can give results close to or better than
the most highly optimized version in traditional interfaces. Copying can be limited to a minimum, and there are no
interrupts on packet receipt and no kernel intervention.
The VMMC interface reduces the user to user latency. Using low latency mechanisms and providing support for
user level communication leads to high performance communication software.
This e ort shows that new architectures can open new horizons to distributed programming by providing high
performance at low implementation cost.
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Round-trip time for null RPC, with a single INOUT argument of varying size.
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Figure legends
The structure of the di erent implementations. The arrows indicate the direction and number of copies at user
level.
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and vRPC latency.

Round-trip time for null RPC, with a single INOUT argument of varying size.
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